
The Plaza Pied a Terre  
Hotel Condominiums



Overview 

The Plaza, the iconic New York hotel, is located at the intersection of 
three of New York City’s premier residential addresses: Central Park 
South, Fifth Avenue, and 58th Street. As a result of a comprehensive $450 
million restoration completed by the El-Ad Group in 2008, The Plaza has 
entered its second century offering an unparalleled depth and breadth 
of luxury, service, and amenities.   A legendary destination, inextricably 
and consistently associated with internationally recognized names in 
entertainment, business, politics, and social circles, The Plaza continues to 
attract discriminating clientele from around the world.

For those who wish to own at The Plaza, the Pied a Terre Hotel 
Condominiums present an exceptional opportunity. Every Pied a Terre 
Hotel Condominium is a suite located on a premium floor. The five 
types of suites range from 500 to 2,100 square feet. All suites have 
been designed and decorated to The Plaza’s exacting standards and are 
managed by Fairmont Hotels & Resorts, a global leader in luxury hotel 
management. Purchasers select the exact suite or suites they wish to own.  
The owner of each suite may occupy it for up to 120 nights annually in 
any sequence they prefer. The Plaza, through Fairmont Hotels & Resorts, 
maintains the suite and rents it during the times when the owner is not in 
residence. 
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 “ We invite you to learn more 
about what sets The Plaza 
apart from every other 
hospitality destination. ”
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Designed by architect Henry Janeway Hardenbergh in the Beaux Arts style, The 
Plaza first opened in 1907. It has been an iconic destination for sophisticated travelers 
and the scene of legendary social events for over 100 years. Its brand, which is recognized 
worldwide, is synonymous with the finest expressions of luxury and service in hospitality. 
In recognition of The Plaza’s distinctive architecture and its significance as one of New 
York City’s most celebrated social venues, it was designated a New York City Landmark 
in 1969. In addition, it is the only New York City hotel that is registered as a National 
Historic Landmark. 

Noteworthy guests  & eveNts iN the Plaza’s history iNclude:

•  1920s: Novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald and his wife, Zelda, patronize The Plaza’s restaurants 
and take a much-publicized swim in the Pulitzer Fountain on Grand Army Plaza

• 1946: Greta Garbo photographed by Cecil Beaton in Suite 249-251
•  1953: Architect Frank Lloyd Wright moves into Suite 223-225, where he lives for six years 

while supervising the construction of the Guggenheim Museum 
• 1955: Eloise, written by Kay Thompson and illustrated by Hilary Knight, is published
• 1956: Marilyn Monroe causes uproar at Terrace Room press conference when her 

shoulder strap breaks
• 1958: Alfred Hitchcock begins shooting North by Northwest in The Oak Bar, marking 

hotel’s movie debut, the first of 42 movies to be shot in The Plaza
• 1958: Miles Davis, Duke Ellington, and Billie Holiday perform at the Persian Room 

private party hosted by Columbia Records; “Jazz at The Plaza,” an original composition, 
is debuted by Davis

• 1964: The Beatles stay at The Plaza Hotel for six days on their first trip to the United States 
• 1966: Author Truman Capote hosts legendary Black and White Ball in the Grand Ballroom
• 2004: The Plaza is purchased by a subsidiary of the El-Ad Group
• 2007: 100 Year Anniversary is celebrated on October 1 with fireworks and a  

celebrity-studded event 
• 2008: The Plaza Hotel reopens in March with 282 hotel rooms and suites

H istory & Brand 
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The Plaza Hotel is jointly owned by the El-Ad Group and the Kingdom Holding 

Company, and is managed by Fairmont Hotels & Resorts.

EL-AD GROUP – CO-OWNER & DEvELOPER

El-Ad, a leading global real estate company with a portfolio valued at several billion 

dollars, is one of the leading developers of ultra-luxury properties in New York. 

THE KiNGDOM HOLDiNG COMPANY – CO-OWNER

The Kingdom Holding Company is a publicly traded diversified investment company 

based in Saudi Arabia. 

FAiRMONT HOTELS & RESORTS – PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Fairmont Hotels & Resorts, which is owned by Fairmont Raffles Hotels International, 

is a leader in the global hospitality industry with a portfolio of 56 distinctive hotels 

worldwide. Fairmont Hotels & Resorts manages The Plaza Hotel as well as the Rental 

Program for The Plaza Pied a Terre Hotel Condominiums. 

Current Ownership & M anagement
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• Travel & Leisure’s 2011 World’s Best Award

• Best Hotels in the USA in 2011 by US News Media Group

• 2010 – 2011 AAA Five Diamond Rating

• Travel & Leisure’s 2010 World’s Best Award

• Elite Traveler 2010 Top 101 Suites in the World

• Elite Traveler 2009 Top 101 Suites in the World

• Condé Nast Traveler 2008 Hot List 

• Travel & Leisure 2008 it List

The Plaza Hotel is part of virtuoso, American Express Fine Hotels and Resorts, 

Ensemble Travel Network, and the Signature Travel Network. Since its grand reopening 

on March 1, 2008, The Plaza Hotel has been recognized with the following awards:

World Class H otel Recognition
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The Plaza is located on the most prominent corner of The Plaza District in Midtown 

Manhattan - Central Park South and Fifth Avenue.  Midtown Manhattan is the single 

busiest commercial district in the United States, and The Plaza District is its most 

expensive area from a commercial real estate perspective. Midtown Manhattan also 

contains six of the ten most popular tourist destinations in New York City. This 

exceptional location enables The Plaza Hotel to attract guests with a wide array of 

interests and plans for their time in New York City.

In 2010, for the ninth year in a row, Cushman & Wakefield ranked Fifth Avenue 

between 49th and 60th Streets as the world’s most expensive shopping street. virtually 

every global luxury retailer has a flagship store or significant presence on this section 

of Fifth Avenue. Additional global luxury retailers, as well as exclusive personal service 

providers line Madison Avenue between 57th Street and 85th Street; Madison Avenue 

is located one block east of The Plaza Hotel’s main entrance on Fifth Avenue. 

Fifth Avenue between 59th Street and 96th Street, facing Central Park, is the location 

of many of New York City’s finest and most expensive residential properties. The 

section of Fifth Avenue from 82nd to 104th Street, called Museum Mile, is home to 

nine museums, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Guggenheim, the 

Neue Galerie, and the Cooper Hewitt National Design Museum. 

Every year since 2000, New York City has attracted over 35 million international and 

domestic tourists. Average annual hotel occupancy in New York City for each year 

between 2004 and 2009 was between 81.5% and 86.1%. 

Location
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A fter purchasing The Plaza Hotel in 2004, El-Ad undertook a three-year, $450 

million restoration project with a highly experienced design team that included Gal 

Nauer Architects, Costas Kondylis and Partners, Walter B. Melvin Architects, and 

Rani Ziss Architects. 

The restoration included preservation of The Plaza’s historic interior and exterior 

features; installation of all new infrastructure, systems, and technology; and a thorough 

reconfiguration and redesign of its interiors. The Plaza Hotel, which offers the largest 

overall square footage of any luxury hotel in New York City, now features 282 hotel 

rooms, of which 152 comprise The Plaza Pied a Terre Suites, along with 160,000 

square feet of restaurant, retail, and event space. The Plaza’s retail space offers an 

unparalleled collection of elite shopping, dining, fitness, beauty, and spa destinations, 

a number of which have selected The Plaza as their exclusive New York City location. 

Restored for the 21st Century
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The Plaza Pied a Terre Hotel Condominiums are comprised of five different types 

of hotel suites that range from 500 – 2,100 square feet.  They are all located on the 

premium floors of the hotel and some include private terraces.  Purchasers select the 

exact suite or suites they wish to own, making it possible for them to select the ideal 

floor plan to suit their needs. Owners are able to use their suite for up to 120 nights 

annually in any sequence they prefer. There is no minimum stay requirement. Each 

suite has been designed with a secure Owner’s Closet in which personal belongings 

may be stored between stays. Like all guests of The Plaza, owners enjoy white glove 

services for their personal, lifestyle, and business needs from an expertly trained staff 

that includes Clefs d’Or concierges, butlers, housekeepers, and drivers.

Ownership Opportunities
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Although broadly perceived and chosen as a luxury leisure destination, The Plaza 

Hotel also attracts business travelers who seek exceptional accommodations within 

close proximity to Manhattan’s elite corporate offices in The Plaza District and 

Midtown. The recent renovation added state-of-the-art conference space as well as 

in-room technology, including high-speed wireless Internet access and iPads enabled 

with Intelity ICE virtual concierge software. In addition, The Plaza Hotel remains 

one of the most sought-after hotels for guests seeking a highly luxurious vacation or 

fully serviced special event location. All guests now enjoy access to a variety of on-site 

amenities – many of which are exclusive to The Plaza – that are not available in any 

other hospitality property in New York City.

Amenities



The P alm Court
The P laza F ood H all

The Oak Room & Oak Bar
The Champagne Bar

The Rose Club

Restaurants 
                    & Bars

The Plaza offers a variety of dining destinations, from 

casually luxurious to traditionally formal, many of which 

are legends in their own right, and some of which are 

available for private events.
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Originally named “The Tea Room” when it opened 

in 1907, The Palm Court is legendary for its formal 

afternoon tea service and was the backdrop of one of the 

scenes in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s novel The Great Gatsby. As a 

part of the $6.5 million restoration of The Palm Court, 

designers used vintage photographs, architectural records 

and recovered shards of colored glass to re-create a 1,200 

square foot stained glass “laylight” based on the original 

Tiffany leaded stained-glass ceiling, which was removed 

in the late 1940’s.  To this day, The Palm Court still 

carries on its tradition as a destination for afternoon tea.  

The P alm Court
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The Plaza Food Hall is a European-inspired specialty 

dining destination offering the finest fresh, prepared and 

gourmet foods in a stylish and convenient atmosphere. 

The 9,200 square-foot Food Hall has eight seating areas, 

including the Wine Bar, Cheese & Charcuterie Station, 

Sushi Bar, Burger Bar & Rotisserie, Asian Noodle and 

Dumpling Bar, Espresso & Tea Bar, Brick Oven Pizza, 

and a Fish and Seafood Grill. Todd English, the creator 

of the Food Hall, is a celebrity chef, restaurateur, author, 

entrepreneur, and television star, and is a four-time James 

Beard Award winner. The Food Hall is open seven days a 

week from late morning until late evening.

The P laza F ood H all 
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One of the original dining destinations in The Plaza, The 

Oak Room was designed by The Plaza architect Henry 

Hardenbergh in 1907 as a men’s bar. It was closed during 

Prohibition and reopened afterwards as a full service 

restaurant. As a part of the 2005–2008 restoration, 

detailed wood-paneled walls, a barrel-vaulted ceiling 

and murals of German feudal castles were painstakingly 

restored in the Oak Room, as were artist Everett Shinn’s 

original murals of Central Park on winter evenings in 

the Oak Bar.

The Oak Room & Oak Bar
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Facing Grand Army Plaza, the new Champagne Bar is 

reminiscent of the Champagne Porch that was in the 

same location when the hotel opened its doors in 1907. A 

favorite destination of today’s social set, The Champagne 

Bar serves the world’s finest champagne, caviar and wines 

in the evening, and freshly baked pastries, light gourmet 

fare, and specialty coffees throughout the day.

The Champagne Bar
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The Rose Club is a jewel-like club overlooking The Plaza 

Hotel’s spectacular lobby. inspired by the Opéra National 

in Paris, it features rich Walnut clad walls, intricately 

patterned solid oak parquet floors, and dramatic custom 

lighting. The Rose Club offers live music and serves 

signature cocktails and light gourmet fare.

The Rose Club
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F itness 
& Beauty
Caudalie Vinothérapie ® Spa

Warren-Tricomi Salon
La P alestra F itness 

vinothérapie®
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The Caudalie vinothérapie® Spa at The Plaza is their 

only location in the United States. it is the perfect oasis 

in which to relax and restore skin, body and mind. 

Caudalie’s exclusively created treatments include a menu 

of world-famous facials that use patented products based 

on vinotherapy to purify, firm, energize and illuminate 

skin. Treatments are all manually therapeutic and 

performed by trained vinotherapists. Each offers the 

restorative benefits of grape and grapevine polyphenols.

Clients may reserve several treatment rooms or the 

entire spa for a few hours or the entire day. Caudalie’s 

sommelier can assist clients in selecting wine from the 

spa founders’ vineyards at Chateau Smith Haut Lafitte. 

In addition, Caudalie will organize catered events in the 

French Paradox Wine Lounge, which can be transformed 

into an elegant private dining room.

Caudalie Vinothérapie ® Spa
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Over the past twenty years, legendary hair coloring 

specialists and stylists Joel Warren and Edward Tricomi 

have built their reputation styling New York City’s social 

elite. Hotel guests may receive services in Warren-

Tricomi’s new 6,100 square foot f lagship salon, or in 

their suites at The Plaza.  Services are available seven 

days a week.

Warren-Tricomi Salon
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Coming soon, the LA PALESTRA Center for 

Preventative Medicine offers highly customized personal 

exercise programs based on an extensive evaluation of 

clients’ physical fitness needs and goals. Founded in New 

York City, LA PALESTRA’s staff of exercise specialists, 

physiologists, physicians and professionals in the fields of 

internal medicine, orthopedics, nutrition, psychology, 

clinical social work, physical therapy, chiropractic care, 

cardiology, acupuncture, and massage therapy is affiliated 

with Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York Hospital/Cornell 

Medical Center, The Hospital for Special Surgery, Beth 

Israel Hospital, and The New School. 

The LA PALESTRA Center for Preventative Medicine 

covers 8,000 square feet and will be open seven days a week. 

L A PA LESTR A F itness

LA PALESTRA™
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Special Event     
        D estinations

The Grand Ballroom
The Terrace Room

Conference & M eeting F acilities
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The Grand Ballroom
9,200 square feet  | 600-person capacity 

The Terrace Room
4,680 square feet | 500-person capacity

The Plaza’s two most historic special event venues have been 

thoroughly restored and updated with all new lighting and 

infrastructure.  Event planning and catering is provided through 

CPS Events, a joint venture between Great Performances, New 

York’s prestigious event and catering company, and Delaware 

North Companies, one of the world’s leading hospitality and 

foodservice providers.
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In addition to the special event space, which can also 

be configured for conferences, The Plaza offers seven 

newly created meeting rooms totaling 21,000 square 

feet that have been outfitted with state-of-the-art audio-

visual and teleconferencing technology. The smallest of 

the meeting rooms accommodates 10 people and the 

largest accommodates up to 150 people. These rooms 

can be opened and combined into one large space that 

accommodates up to 450 people. Catering and meeting 

planning services are available from CPS Events.

Conference & M eeting F acilities



The Plaza offers a well-curated selection of luxury 
boutique shops and services in various locations 
including bookstores, jewelry stores, foreign 
exchange, and more.

Retail
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Services at  
The P laza H otel

Concierge
Butler

24-H our In-Room D ining
Additional Services Available
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The Plaza Hotel’s concierge is available 24 hours a day 

in the Fifth Avenue hotel lobby. Every concierge at The 

Plaza Hotel is a member of the prestigious Les Clefs 

d’Or professional organization. Deeply knowledgeable 

about the finest and most diverse opportunities in New 

York City, The Plaza Hotel’s concierge advises guests 

on restaurants, nightlife, sporting and theater events, 

sightseeing tours, shopping, and travel arrangements. 

Concierge
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Guests staying in any of The Plaza Hotel’s suites may enjoy 

the personal attention of our butlers who accommodate 

special requests with a sincere commitment to making 

every stay unforgettable.

Butler
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The Plaza Hotel provides in-room dining services, which 

are available 24-hours a day. With a touch of the iPad that 

is provided in every suite, guests may feel free to place 

orders at their convenience.

24-H our In-Room D ining
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•  Transportation in The Plaza’s Rolls Royce 

•  Twice-Daily Housekeeping

•  Child Care

•  Bell Staff

•  Dry Cleaning

•  Laundry

•  Fresh Flower Service

•  Catering

Additional Services Available
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The Plaza’s $450 million restoration accomplished three distinct goals. First, all 

new infrastructure, heating and cooling systems, and state-of-the-art audio-visual 

and communications technology were installed. Second, exterior architectural 

elements, public spaces, and event rooms of an historic nature were restored to their 

original grandeur by highly qualified architects and craftspeople. Third, new private 

residences, hotel rooms and suites were completely re-designed within the property. 

The newly constructed hotel suites echo the authentic style of The Plaza – ornate, 

luxurious, spacious – but they offer systems and amenities to meet the comfort, 

convenience, and quality expectations of today’s most highly discriminating travelers. 

The P laza P ied a Terre 
H otel Condominiums
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Each suite is exquisitely decorated in an updated version of the 

Louis Xv style with the highest quality textiles in a sophisticated 

palette of natural colors. Many feature generously sized baths 

decorated with inlaid marble mosaic tile and adorned with 

24-carat gold plated Sherle Wagner fixtures. All suites are 

appointed with the finest quality 100% cotton bath towels and 

bed linens imported from Italy. All suites have been designed 

with a secure Owner’s Closet for storage of personal belongings 

between visits.

Each suite has been outfitted with the following amenities: 

• High-Speed Wireless internet Access

• iPads Enabled With intelity iCE virtual Concierge Software

• Wall-Mounted Flat Screen Televisions

• HD video On Demand System

• State-of-the-Art Electronic Locking System

• Butler’s Pantry with integral marble sink, under-counter     

      refrigerator and microwave oven

Suite D esign

Suite Amenities
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The P laza P ied a Terre  
Condominium Suites 

D eluxe Suite
Rose Suite

Edwardian Suite
Combination Two Bedroom Suite

Terrace Suite
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D eluxe Suite 
Approximately 500 – 600 Square Feet
Location: Floors 11 – 19 
From $1.5 Million 
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D eluxe Suite 
The Deluxe Suite, also known as the Palm Suite, features an oversized bathroom 
and a butler’s pantry. 
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Rose Suite 

Approximately 600 – 800 Square Feet
Location: Floors 11 – 19 
From $1.8 Million
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Rose Suite 

EDWARDiAN SUiTE 

800 – 1,000 Square Feet
Location: Floors 11 – 19 

From: $2.5 Million

The Edwardian Suite includes a master bedroom and bathroom, a living room offering a 
luxurious sofa, custom designed club chairs, coffee table and beautifully carved writing 

desk, a powder room, and a butler’s pantry with a marble countertop with integrated sink, 
under-counter refrigerator, and microwave oven. 

The Rose Suite is an open concept room including a spacious sitting area with a 
coffee table and chairs, writing desk with chair, and a butler’s pantry. There is a 
spacious dressing area adjacent to the bathroom.
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 Edwardian Suite 
Approximately 800 – 1,000 Square Feet
Location: Floors 11 – 19 
From $2.5 Million
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Edwardian Suite 
The Edwardian Suite includes a master bedroom and bathroom, a living room 
offering a luxurious sofa, custom designed club chairs, coffee table and beautifully 
carved writing desk, a powder room, and a butler’s pantry. 
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 Combination 
 Two Bedroom Suite
Starting at Approximately 1,440 Square Feet 
Location: Floors 12, 15, 16, 18, and 19
From $5 Million
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Combination Two Bedroom Suite 
A very limited number of Edwardian and Deluxe suites are located in a way that 
makes them suitable for combination into a two-bedroom suite with a living room, 
2.5 baths, and two butler’s pantries.
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 Terrace Suite
Approximately 1,300 – 2,100 Square Feet

Location: Floors 20 and 21  
From $5.3 Million 



Terrace Suite 
The Terrace Suite is a one-bedroom duplex with a private outdoor terrace. The 
lower level includes a living room, study, butler’s pantry, and a full bath. The upper 
level offers a grand master bedroom and bath, and a private furnished terrace. 

Upper Level
Lower Level
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The Rental Program for The Plaza Pied a Terre is available to all suite owners.  The 

program allows participating suite owners, when they are not occupying their suite, 

to appoint Fairmont to manage the rental of their suites as part of The Plaza Hotel’s 

guest room inventory. Please refer to the Rental Management Agreement (RMA) 

for specifics on owner usage allowances, advance notice requirements, and revenue 

sharing arrangements.

Rental & M aintenance P rogram
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 “ I am a city child.
 I live at The Plaza.”

ELOISE



Images are a combination of artist’s renderings and/or photographs. No representation is made with respect to actual appearance. Actual 
furniture, fixtures, finishes and appliances may vary and are only as specified in the Offering Plan. Sponsor makes no representations or 
warranties except as may be set forth in the Offering Plan. The complete offering terms are in an Offering Plan available from Sponsor. 
File no. CD06-0068. Brand Marketing by SEVENTH ART GROUP | Photography by Troy House

The Plaza Pied a Terre Sales  

212-588-8000  

suiteownership@theplaza.com 

theplaza.com/piedaterre
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